Clinical routine use of dopamine transporter imaging in 516 consecutive patients.
[(123)I]-FP-CIT is a single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) ligand showing in vivo the loss of dopaminergic terminals in the brain and is now available in the market. Despite several systematic studies in clinically inconclusive cases, the use of such imaging in clinical routine is scarcely reported. We analyzed 516 files of subjects with movement disorders who were consecutively examined using [(123)I]-FP-CIT scan and determined whether the use of imaging was appropriate and if it improved clinical diagnosis or care of the patient. In addition, we determined if appropriate use was related to subspecialties in Neurology, e.g., movement disorders' specialists vs. general neurologists, and if appropriate use was increasing over time. Among the 516 scans, 18% were in agreement with the license, 62% were classified as appropriate and 37% were considered inappropriate. A change of management was obvious in 60% of patients, but in 92% of those with an appropriate request vs. 13% of patients with an inappropriate request. Movement disorders' specialists had more appropriate requests than other practitioners. Eventually, comparing the first 100 vs. the last 100 quantified SPECT, performed more than 2.5 years apart, we found no difference for the appropriateness of the examination. The use of [(123)I]-FP-CIT imaging in clinical routine does not fit a restrictive license. An inappropriate use is seen in nearly 40% of cases, which reduces the real cost-effectiveness of the technique suggesting a need for continuing medical education on the topic.